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I. INTRODUCTION 
The behaviour of solutions of the ordinary differential equation 
(1) x = / ( x ) , 
f : R" -> R" being continuous, is frequently studied by means of Liapunov's direct 
method, i.e. through a scalar smooth function V: R" -^ R. The solution of the 
equation (1) can be defined even without the assumption that the right-hand side 
of (1) is continuous — it is well-known that measurability and local boundedness is 
sufficient (see Filippov [1]). For / piecewise continuous it seems to be natural to use 
piecewise continuous Liapunov functions instead of smooth ones. We shall investigate 
piecewise Lipschitzian Liapunov functions in connection with stability. 
II. NOTATION 
Let R" be «-dimensional Euclidean space, о its zero element, (7(x, ô) the open ball 
with a center x and a radius S. The closed convex hull of a set A, A a R", will be 
denoted by conv A. For / : JR" -» i?",/measurable, the set П П conv/([7(x, ô) — N) 
ô>0 N 
will be denoted by K{f{x)}. By Lip A, A a R'^ we shall understand the set of all 
functions f : A -^ R^ locally Lipschitzian on A. Let т be a real number, A с R", 
The set {}̂  G Ä" | j = т . x, xe A} will be denoted by т . A. 
Let Xi,X2,..., x„ be linearly independent vectors in R". The set 
n 
{z 6 R"| z = X oiiXi, a., ^ 0 for j = 1, 2, . . . , n} 
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is called a cone and its subset Я, 
n 
H = {ze R"", z = Y, «fXi, cCi^O for i = 1, 2 , . . . , n and a,-, = a,̂  = .. . = a,.̂  = 0} , 
0 ^ к ^ n is called its (n — fc)-dimensional face. The relative interior of Я (i.e. the 
interior in the topology of R"~^) is denoted by ri Я . 
Definition 1. Let Jf = {K^, X2 , . . . , К^„} be a set of cones such that 
1) ri Ki n ri Kj = 0 for each f, j such that 1 ^ /, j ^ m, i Ф 7; 
г 
2) let Я1, Я2 , . . . , Я^ be faces of cones from JT. Then C\ Hi is a face of each 
face Я,., J = 1, 2 , . . . , r (i.e. П ^f ^ ^,- - ri Hj for each j , 1 ^j й r). 
m i = 1 
3) и Ki = ;?". 
i = l 
Then X is called a decomposition of R" into cones. The set comprising all faces 
of all cones from J T is denoted by ^ ( j f ) , its subset comprising all (n — l)-dimensional 
faces is denoted by ^ ^ ( j f ). 
III. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND SOLUTIONS 
IN THE SENSE OF FILIPPOV 
L e t / : R" -> R" be measurable and bounded on Я", i.e. there is a constant В such 
that ||/(x)|| g Б a.e. in jR". We shall consider a differential equation of the form (l). 
According to Fihppov we say that a function x(-) is a solution of the equation (1) 
on an interval / = (^t^, ^2)? ti < 2̂ if ^(*) is absolutely continuous on / and x{t)e 
e K{f(x(t))} a.e. in / (see Filippov [1]). The symbol x(-, XQ) will denote a solution 
of (1) which satisfies the initial condition x(0, XQ) = XQ. We shall suppose 0 e K{f{o)}, 
i.e. the function x(-, o) with the property x(t, 0) = 0 for every r i s a solution of (1) 
on <0, + 00). This solution will be called the trivial solution. 
IV. DISCONTINUOUS LIAPUNOV FUNCTIONS AND STABILITY 
Let X' be a decomposition of R" into cones. We should try to investigate Liapunov 
stability of the trivial solution by means of scalar functions Кд(') defined and 
Lipschitzian on every Я G ^ ( J T ) and with the usual properties concerning their 
derivatives along solutions. To insure stability, some additional conditions concerning 
the values VL{X) and Уц{х) for x in Ln H, L, H e ^ ( jT) have to be fulfilled. To 
express these conditions and eventually to define Liapunov functions, certain subsets 
of ^ ( j f ) are introduced. 
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Let xe R^ and let >(•, x) be a solution of the equation (l). We adopt the following 
notation: 
91 ""Of, x)) = CÏ{HE М{Ж) I Зт e (0, ô), у{т, x) G ri Я} , 
<5>0 T 
9l - (X- , x)) = Ç\{He .^Çj^) I 3 T G (-(5, 0), V(T, X) G ri H} , 
ä ) r (x ) = U9l" (X- , -^ ) ) , 
9Jr(x) = U9î - (> ' ( - ,x ) ) . 
Here the symbol \J denotes the union over all solutions >(•, x) of the equations (l) 
for which y(0, x) = x. The following lemma concerning the set 91 ̂ (X*, x)) is valid: 
Lemma 1. Let x e R" and let y(', x) be a solution of (l) on an interval <0, T>, 
T > 0. Then there exists a ô, ô > 0, such that if there exist т and Я , т G (О, ô), 
H G ^ ( J T ) such that >'(т, x) G ri Я , then H G 9l^(X-, x)). 
Proof. Let us suppose this lemma to be false. Then a vector x in R" and a solution 
y(-, x) exist such that for every positive integer n there exist a face H„ in ^(.:>f) and 
a number т„ in (O, l/n) such that simultaneously у(т„, x) G ri Я„ and Я„ ^ 9l"^(y(-, x)). 
This and the finiteness of the set ^(jf) implies that there exists a face Я in .^(jT) 
such that ЯG 9l^(y(-, x)) and simultaneously H ф*^Я^(у(', x)). This contradiction 
proves the assertion of the lemma. 
N o t e . An analogous lemma concerning the set 91 "(};(•, x)) is valid. 
Definition 2. A mapping V: R" -^ R is called a Liapunov function for the equa­
tion (l) and the decomposition Ж if the following conditions are satisfied: 
1) F ( - ) is continuous at о and У{р) = 0; 
2) for every Я in ^ ( jT) there exists a F^ G Lip Я such that 
a) F(x) = Vfj{x) whenever x G ri Я, 
ß) Ун{х) > О for every x in Я - {о}; 
3) if Ä G Ш^{х), S G 93Г (x), X G ri Я then 
К^(х) ^ Кя(х) ^ Vs{x) ; 
4) for each x G /^" and Я G 9 3 Г ( Х ) , 
д - - 7 . ( х + ^ г ) - 7 я ( х ) ^ ^ 
holds provided ^ satisfies the following conditions: 
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a) there is TQ positive such that 
х + ( ^ . т б Я п { х + r,K{f{x)}} 
for every т in (0, TQ); 
ß) there is a solution v(-, x) of the equation (1) with the property y{0, x) = c. 
N o t e . We shall say briefly "Liapunov function"' instead of the rather long term 
"Liapunov function for the system (1) and decomposition Jf. 
Our goal is to prove that the existence of a Liapunov function implies the stabihty 
of the trivial solution. We shall need the following two lemmas: 
Lemma 2. Let x(-, XQ) be a solution of the equation (1) on an interval I = <0, T>, 
0 < T < 00 and let K(*) be a Liapunov function. Then there exists a positive 
constant M such that for every t in I there exists a ô positive such that 
(2) F(X(T, XQ)) - F(x(r, XQ)) S M ( T - /) whenever те<Г, r + ^ > n / , 
and 
(3) V{x{t, XQ)) - V{X{T, XQ)) S M{t - T) whenever т e {t - ô, t} n I. 
Proof. We prove the part concerning the inequality (2). The inequality (3) can 
be proved in a similar way. 
Let t G / , x{t, XQ) G ri P , P e ^ ( J T ) and let R e Ш^{х). Since the interval / is com­
pact and x(-, XQ) is a solution of the equation (1) with a bounded right-hand side, 
it follows that there is a constant B^ such that 
|[x(r, Xo)|| ^ ^1 whenever tel. 
The assumption P G 9 J I ' ^ ( X ) implies Vii{x) ^ Vp(x), and to the constant B^ there 
is L such that for each face H, H e ^ ( jT) the inequality 
^ H ( ^ I ) - П / Ы й L\\x, - x,|| 
holds provided X^G Я, ||x^|| ^ B^, i = 1, 2. We have 
K(X(T, XO)) - F(x(r, xo)) = V^{X{T, XQ)) - Vp{x{t, XQ)) й 
^ VJ^(X{T, XQ) - VR(x{t, XQ) й 1>||х(т, Xo) - X(f, Xo)|| 
whenever X(T,XO) G ri R and т G /. This and Lemma 1 implies that there exists a ^ > 0 
such that 
(4) F(X(T, XO)) - V{x{t, XQ)) й L||X(T, XQ) - x(r, Xo)|| 
whenever т G / n <r, Г G 5> . 
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Since x(-, XQ) is a solution of the equation (l) with a bounded right-hand side, it 
follows that (see part III) 
||X(T, XO) - x{t, Xç))\\ S ^(t - 0 whenever 0 ^ Г ̂  т ^ T. 
This and the inequahty (4) yields 
F(X(T, XO)) - V(x{t, Xo)) й L, B{X - t) whenever т е / п < Г , r + ^>, 
and the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 3. Let x(-, XQ) be a solution of the equation (l) on an interval I and let 
F ( - ) be a Liapunov function. If 
(5) Л = {t e I \ x{t, XQ) Ф X{/(X(/ , XQ))} or x(-, XQ) does not exist at t] 
then fi{Ä) = 0 and for every t in I — Л and for every s positive there exists y such 
that Q < y < 8 and 
(6) F(X(T, XO)) - V{x(t, XQ)) ^ (T - /) г whenever т e {t, t + y} n I. 
Proof. Since x(*,Xo) is a solution of (1) the result fi[A) = 0 is obvious. Let 
tel - Л and let x{t, XQ) e ri P , P e ^(jf) . For R e 9l'^(x(-, x(r, Xo)) let us denote 
MR = {T G / I T ^ r, X(T, XO) G ri R}. Then t is a cluster point of the set MR and it is 
possible to investigate the derivative of the function F(x(*, Xo)) at t with respect 
to MR. Since t eI — Л WQ obtain 
(7) lim < i l ^ ^ Ь ^ ' ^ ) = Ç e K{f{x{t, Xo))} . 
x-^t T — t 
We shall prove 
(8) nS ^K(^(^, XQ) - VRJxjt, XQ) ^ ^ 
x\t T — t 
теМк 
Since VR{X{T, XQ)) = V(X{T, XQ)) for т G MR and F;?(x(r, Xo)) ^ ^^P(X(^ XO)) = 
= V(x(t, XQ)) it follows from Lemma 1 and the inequahty (8) that for every e positive 
there exists a y positive such that the inequality (6) holds. 
To prove (8) we show first x(/, Xo) + ^(т — r) G P whenever т G <^ t -\- y} and y 
is sufficiently small. It is easy to show that there exists a y positive such that the vector 
X Ч X ( T , X O ) — x(f, Xoj 
x(r, Xo) + X -^ ^  ^ 
T — t 
belongs to R whenever т G MR and x e <0, y>. Since the face R is closed it follows from 
(7) that 
x{t, XQ) + X^E R whenever x e <0, y> . 
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Hence, we have for т in <f, t + y) 
F«(X(T, XO)) - V^{x{t, xo)) = 
= V^{x{t, Xo) + i{x - 0 + O(T - 0) - V^i^t' ^o) + ^(t - 0) + 
+ V^{x{t, Xo) + Ф - t)) - V^{x{t, Xo)) й 
й L\\O{T - Ol + ^«W^ '̂ o) + Ф - t)) - V„{x{t, Xo)) 
which yields 
^ V^{X{T, XQ)) - F^(x(^ XQ)) ^ j ^ F^(x(^ XQ) 4- ^(t - Q) - F^(x(^ Xp)) ^ ^ 
T\f T — t r \ f T — f 
тбМл 
and the lemma is proved. 
The main result is the following 
Theorem. Let f be measurable and bounded and let V be a Liapunov function for 
the decomposition Ж and the equation 
x = / ( x ) . 
Then the trivial solution is stable. 
Proof. Let x(-, Xo) be a solution. We prove that the function l^(x(-, XQ)) is non-
increasing. This and the well-known prolongability theorem (see Filippov [ l ] p. 112) 
yields stability by means of the standard procedure (see e.g. Zubov [2] p. 47). 
Let £ be an arbitrary positive number and let real numbers t^, 2̂ such that 0 ^ 
^ 1̂ ^ 2̂ be given. It follows from the Vitali covering theorem and from Lemma 3 




i (K(X(T^>, XO)) - K(X(TV>, XO))) й e{t, - t,) . 
к q 
Since Q = </i, /2) — и Ij it follows that Q = [J J,-, where J,, / = 1, 2, ..., ^ are 
disjoint intervals. Let a J^, r e {1, .,., ^} be fixed. Then J^ = {т^{\ т^} and it follows 
from Lemma 2 that there exists a positive constant M which is independent of e 
such that for every t in J^ there exists an open interval U(t, ô), 
U{t, Ô) = {t - d, t + Ô) 
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such that 
F(X(T, XO)) ~ V{x{t, xo)) й M ( T - 0 
whenever т 6 <r, ^ + ^>. The neighbourhoods U{t, ô) form an open covering of the 
interval J^ and there exists a finite system of intervals U{t^'\ ô), i = 1, 2, ..., 5 which 
still covers the interva) J^. Using these intervals U(t^'\ ô) it is easy to prove that 
there exist intervals L,-, L,- = {rji, ^/j+i), / = 1, 2, ..., s^ which still cover the inter-
val Jr and have disjoint interiors such that 
This results in the inequality 
К(х(тГ, Xo)) - V{x{rr, Xo)) è M(T'/> - t f ) . 
Since the intervals /,-, / = 1,2, ...,/c and J,-, / = 1,2, ...,q cover the interval 
<^i, ^2) aî^d have disjoint interiors, we obtain 
V{x{t2, Xo)) - V{x{t„ Xo)) й e{t, - t,) + M/i( U J^ й £(̂ 2 " ^ ) + ̂ M 
i~ 1 
where e is an arbitrary positive number and the proof is complete. 
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